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New 2020/21 Funding for Training
CITB has now published guidance and application information for the Steeplejack and Lightning
Protection Training Group (SLPTG) for the 2020/21 grant year. This aligns the funds we can
claim on your behalf with the Skills & Training Fund (S&TF), and has broadened the scope of the
fund for more types of training, and for ‘medium’ size employers.
Below is an overview of how the funds work depending on your company size:

Members from 1-99 PAYE employees
Every 12 months you can apply for an allocation of funding of:
£5,000 for employers with 1-49 PAYE employees
£7,500 for employers with 50-74 PAYE employees
£10,000 for employers with 75-99 PAYE employees.
If you know your training needs three years in advance, you can apply for this all in one go. If
your needs change throughout the period of the application, you are able to make changes.

Scope of training that can be supported
Any training that has an approved standard on the CITB Short Duration Training Directory (i.e.
if it has a ‘GET’ code)
Any S/NVQ qualification that is currently grant supported
Training outside of the CITB grant scheme – either accredited or where quality can be
demonstrated, and must also be construction-related, or leadership and management
Business development accreditation focused on people/skills development e.g. IIP
Coaching and mentoring delivered by an accredited coach or mentor
Development of bespoke training courses (not available in the market)
Development of a subject specific learning program for your company (not available in the
market)
Action to fill shortage vacancies in the business (excluding direct recruitment costs and
general careers activity)
Training videos and online courses (that make use of existing platforms)
Company specific guidance or manuals for staff (where the purpose is the development of
knowledge or skills)
If the training you apply for is funded through the standard grant scheme (i.e. £30/£70/£120 for
short duration courses, or VQ achievement at £300/£600), then you must subtract this from
what you apply for through the S&TF.
For more in-depth criteria for the funding, please see the CITB guidance, or contact us.
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Members from 100-249 PAYE employees
Every 12 months you can apply for an allocation of funding of:
£15,000 for employers with 100-149 PAYE employees
£20,000 for employers with 150-199 PAYE employees
£25,000 for employers with 200-249 PAYE employees.
If you know your training needs three years in advance, you can apply for this all in one go.
If your needs change throughout the period of the application, you are able to make
changes.
Scope of training that can be supported
Employers in this category must meet the ‘productivity, innovation, impact, quality and value for
money’ criteria. Effectively this means this Fund will not provide support for your ‘business as
usual’ training, and so it must be ‘new’ training to your company. For example, if you have
claimed for SSSTS previously through the standard grant scheme, you cannot apply for funding to
support it through the S&TF. If you have never claimed for SMSTS before, you can apply for
additional support through the S&TF.
·
Any new training for your company that has an approved standard on the CITB Short Duration
Training Directory (i.e. that you have not previously claimed for through the grant scheme)
Any new S/NVQ qualification for your staff that is currently grant supported (you cannot have
claimed for this S/NVQ before)
Training outside of the CITB grant scheme – either accredited or where quality can be
demonstrated, and must also be construction-related, or leadership and management
Business development accreditation focused on people/skills development e.g. IIP
Coaching and mentoring delivered by an accredited coach or mentor
Development of bespoke training courses (not available in the market)
Development of a subject specific learning program for your company (not available in the
market)
Action to fill shortage vacancies in the business (excluding direct recruitment costs and general
careers activity)
Training videos and online courses (that make use of existing platforms)
Company specific guidance or manuals for staff (where the purpose is the development of
knowledge or skills)
For more in-depth criteria for the funding, please see the CITB guidance, or contact us.
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How to apply for the funding
For this year only, if you currently have an active S&TF application, you can apply for an
additional allowance of funds through SLPTG. If you do not have an active S&TF, you can submit
through SLPTG or submit your own individual application.
Beyond this year, you will only have one allocation of funds every 12 months – you must make
the decision of whether you wish to submit your own application or do so through SLPTG. It is
also possible to choose to do a combination of both, as long as you do not apply for more than
your maximum allocation of funds. Please see the flowchart on page four.
SLPTG will support members that choose either route and we encourage members to engage
with us as soon as possible to help you with your application. Please contact
Hannah.Rolfe@slptraininggroup.org.uk for assistance.
If you wish to submit your application through SLPTG, please complete the application form. You
can also make a direct application via the CITB website. SLPTG will be working on our
application immediately and will submit between May-June 2020.
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Flow
Flowchart
diagram of the
application
application
process
process

How many PAYE
employees do you
have?

1-49

50-74

75-99

100-149

150-199

200-249

250+

up to
£5k pa (£15k
over 3yrs)

up to
£7.5k pa (£22.5k
over 3yrs)

up to
£10k pa (£30k
over 3yrs)

up to
£15k pa (£45k
over 3yrs)

up to
£20k pa (£60k
over 3yrs)

up to
£25k pa (£75k
over 3yrs)

No funding
available

How would you like to
submit your
application?

Independently

Split between
SLPTG bid
and independently

Via SLPTG bid

Would you like SLPTG
support on your
application?

Decide amount for
each application and
training needed

How far in advance
have you mapped
your training?

Yes

No

Inform SLPTG of
training needed and
amount through
group bid

Contact SLPTG

Submit your
application to CITB
now

Submit your
independent
application to CITB
now
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Contact SLPTG for
assistance to access
standard CITB Grants

Up to 12 months

2-3 years

Decide what training
is needed

You must submit this
application
independently

Contact SLPTG

Would you like
SLPTG support on
your application?

Yes

No

Contact SLPTG

Submit your
application to CITB
now

Next steps
Please get in touch with us as soon as possible so we can help you secure your funds. If possible,
please have the following information ready:
Your number of PAYE staff
The method you wish to apply for the funds (through SLPTG, independently, or both)
The length of the application you want to make (1-3 years)
Information on the training you want to undertake, including:
o Course titles
o Training providers
o Cost of courses
o Numbers to be trained.
Once you have completed the application form, please return to Hannah.Rolfe@slptraininggroup.org.uk.

Contacts

Tamsin Parkes
SLPTG Manager

Hannah Rolfe
SLPTG Training & Events
Coordinator

Email
Tamsin.Parkes@slptraininggroup.org.uk
Hannah.Rolfe@slptraininggroup.org.uk
Telephone
0844 249 0023
The information in the document is correct to the best of our knowledge at the time
of publication, but is subject to change at any time. SLPTG is not responsible
for the approval or rejection of applications made to CITB for these funds.
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